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Live the Dream

Introduction
Starting an air medical career
is a dream come true for many
Emergency Medical Services
(EMS) professionals.
There’s definitely something
special about earning a living
helping people.
EMS careers offer a sense of
accomplishment and fulfillment
most people can only imagine.
If you’re already working an EMS
career, you know exactly what we
mean.
So when the same opportunity to help others meets multi-million dollar aircraft, state
of the art medical equipment and co-workers you refer to as second-family, it’s easy to
understand why so many people dream of an air medical career.
The aviation side of EMS is considered the pinnacle of success by many nurses, paramedics
and emergency medical technicians.
The flight path isn’t for everyone, but for those who “catch the aviation bug,” there’s an
almost unquenchable desire to start flying as soon as possible.

The Big Questions
So here’s the big question(s):
Just how hard is it to get an air medical job? Can anybody do it?
Do you need special knowledge or special connections to get a job?
What is the best way to prepare?
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Live the Dream

We answer all of these questions in this report.
Some answers will probably surprise you. But to put all
your initial concerns to rest, we want you to know for certain:

There has never been a better time in history to get a job that helps people.

Who should Use this Guide
A note about who should use this getting started guide:
Our goal is to help as many smart, caring, commonsense oriented people as possible.
Why?
Because that’s who makes air medical safe.
People make it safe. EMS people like you and me.
EMS People are the Emergency Medical Services Flight Safety Net.

This guide is to help you reach your goals in the shortest
amount of time possible.

This guide is to help you reach your goals in the shortest amount of time possible.
But please do not misinterpret our meaning. Shortest amount of time possible does
not mean a shortcut.
The truth is …..there is no magic shortcut to an air medical career. Like everything
worth pursuing in life, air medical careers require effort. But if you’re willing to put
in the effort, our guide will put you on the right path and keep you from wasting time.
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A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step. ~ Lao Tzu

We will help you with all things flight related; including insider details you can
only learn working in the air medical field.
But ……..here’s the catch.

We will help you with all things flight related; including insider
details you can only learn working in the air medical field.

This getting started guide is not for everyone. We do not want to lose potentially
awesome future flight crew because you start too early and get frustrated.
Your chances for success in the air medical field are of course tied to your medical
training and experience.

So until you achieve some success in the medical field, it doesn’t make sense
to start sending out flight crew resumes or to start the checklist in this guide.
As operators who paid our dues to earn our way into the air medical field,
we remember what it’s like to want to fly so badly it hurts. We understand
your excitement about wanting to start right now.
And yes, there are certain benefits to starting as early as possible, but……
Please….. do yourself (and us) a favor. Complete, or at least start, an Emergency
Medical Technician (EMT) course before starting the action steps in this guide.
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The only thing that will stop you from fulfilling your dreams is you. ~ Tom Bradley

Starting an EMT course is important for a couple
reasons.
First, it’s a commitment. An important first step
toward earning your wings.
Landing a flight crew job is a big goal, so it
makes good sense to start with smaller minigoals like an EMT course.
Second, an EMT course is like a free sample. You get to try EMS before you
invest a lot of time and effort on the bigger goal of a flight crew career.
An EMT course will also give you an idea of what is involved in patient care.
If you enjoy it and everything goes well, then come back to this guide and
start the action steps in our checklist.
The truth is……….. we’re not all cut out to be flight crew.
Complete, or at least start a basic emergency medical technician
course before starting the action steps in this guide.

We know this from personal experience.
I, Troy, started as a Combat Medical Specialist in the United States Army
National Guard. The short story is I enlisted to pay for college and picked
medic because it seemed the best job at my local armory. Two years later I
was medic qualified and realized trauma and patient care were not for me.
Now, 25 plus years later, I still work full-time in the medical field and love it
…and patient care is still not for me.
I assist flight crew by lifting patients and carrying equipment, and as the
pilot up front flying the aircraft.
My point isn’t to bore you with my personal story. My point is for you to
figure out if working as flight crew is right for you as soon as possible.
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“It is never to late to be what you might have been.” – George Elliot

If only you had started earlier...
If you’ve been watching the air medical
industry, you already know the busiest
period in air medical history has passed.
You also know this period was the
absolute best time for job seekers.
In fact, it was so busy that a whole new
set of rules and experience expectations
evolved to meet the staffing demands
of the industry.
Booming industry leads to job growth
and hiring. The air medical business is
no exception.
But as the industry peaked, so did the hiring.

The truth is, it’s still way early. Much earlier than you might think.
There’s never been a better time to position yourself for a flight job.

And it’s no secret that air medical jobs are competitive.
So you find yourself thinking
……..if only I had started earlier.
The truth is, it’s still way early. Much earlier than you might think. There’s never
been a better time to position yourself for a flight job or develop skills to help others.
The problem is that lately everyone seems paralyzed by the changing economy and fear
of new government regulations. It’s caused everyone (especially operators) to do things
the same way. And this really limits the number of new success stories in our field.
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“Some men are born great, others have greatness thrust upon them.”
~ Shakespeare*

And of course the worst part is, just because everybody is doing the same things,
it doesn’t mean they’re right.
So it’s important to make smart choices about the best way to pursue a flight crew
career, right from the start. Very important.
No more ‘bus driver’ jokes or smart comments about being an
‘ambulance jockey’.

Why Choose an Air Medical Career
Lifestyle
There’s a saying in Emergency Medical Services (EMS):
The best part of EMS is the schedule; and
the worst part of EMS is the schedule.
What it means is almost every aspect of your life is
influenced by your EMS work schedule. If you’re new
to EMS or considering a flight job for the first time,
please understand it really is more than just a regular
job. EMS is a whole way of life.
And EMS is addicting. Once you try the EMS lifestyle,
it’s hard to stop. It becomes hard to imagine working
“a real job.”

Prestige
The day you begin flying, you’re Flight Crew. Sounds like a
no brainer, right? And it is. But realize that it changes……..
everything.
No more ‘bus driver’ jokes or smart comments about being an
‘ambulance jockey.’
Flight Crew. Period.
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“Find a job you love and you’ll never work another day.” ~ Confucious

More Reasons to Flight Crew
Freedom
The next time you think of it, ask your
boss if it’s okay to lay down and take a
safety nap.
Or better yet, if you think you need a nap,
don’t ask, just go take one.
Sounds crazy, right? It also sounds careerending with most employers. Well, for
flight crew it’s not crazy and it is by no
means unheard of.

With great power comes
great responsibility.

Air medical careers are different.
Flight crew are responsible to maintain a 100% flight ready status.
This includes rest required to maintain safety. Good employers understand and
support this level of flight crew autonomy. As the saying goes, with great power
comes great responsibility. Much is expected of flight crew, and much is given.

Pay
Most flight nurses and paramedics report an increase in pay when transitioning
to flight jobs.
It makes sense. As responsibility increases, pay generally follows. For the few
who do not report increased pay, almost all report increased job satisfaction.

Goodwill Karma
Flight crew jobs have goodwill karma built right into the job.
Karma is powerful stuff. The kind of stuff that changes the world.
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”You don't have to be great to get started, but you have to get started to be great."
~ Les Brown
Do you know what happens when you completely commit yourself
to helping others?
You guessed it.
Your own life gets better. Which is the absolute best reason to choose
a job that helps people and start an air medical career.
Your own life gets better. Which is the absolute best reason to
choose a job that helps people and start an air medical career.

Whatever your reasons for wanting an air medical career, rest assured, it’s an
awesome opportunity worth every bit of the effort required to obtain it. And
since you’re already reading this report, you probably already know that.
So lets talk about the best way to get started.

How Do I Get Started?

The easiest way to reach a big goal (like a
flight nurse or paramedic job) is to break
the big goal into smaller more manageable
bite-size chunks.

The easiest way to reach a big goal, is to break the big goal
into smaller goals, and follow a checklist to stay on course.

Finish one smaller goal at a time and follow a checklist to stay on course.
This technique is really important. There’s a lot involved in getting the
qualifications you need, picking the right program, preparing for the
interview, and finally, starting your first flight job.
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“The secret of getting ahead is getting started.” ~ Mark Twain

We included a getting started checklist in this guide. So when
you get that “I’m stuck” feeling, you can pull it out and continue…

I mentioned earlier how I started as a medic and
later became a pilot to stay close to the medical
field. Well, one of the very best tools I have as a
pilot is a checklist.
Pilots use checklists because they work.
You should use a checklist for the same reason.
We included a getting started checklist (below)
in this guide. So when you get that “I’m stuck”
or “I don’t know what to do next” feeling, you can
pull out the checklist and continue working one of
the checklist items (or action steps outlined later
in this guide).

LIST

Checklist for Getting Started


Get Qualified



Identify Flight Programs of Interest



Do Your Homework



Schedule “Secret“ Interview



Apply for & Complete Real Interview



Pick the Flight Job You Want
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”It is better to be prepared for an opportunity and not have one than to have an
opportunity and not be prepared.” ~ Whitney M. Young, Jr.

Got Skills?
We realize not everybody starts with the same
skill sets. Some applicants have years of pre-hospital,
emergency and/or intensive care unit experience;
while others are just beginning emergency responder
careers.
No matter what your current qualifications,
there is always something you can do to improve
your chances of getting hired as flight crew.

No matter what your current qualifications, there is always something
you can do to improve your chances of getting hired as flight crew.

I am a living example. The ‘failed’ medic who became a pilot to stay in medicine.
(For the record, we do not recommend this route, but it is proof of what is
possible if you maintain focus on your goals.)
The first action step on our checklist is “Get Qualified.”

Step One – Get Qualified
The following are general qualifications for flight crew positions.
Individual flight programs may require more or less of applicants depending on
current market conditions and where the flight crew position is located. In some
cases, different states have different requirements.
How to pinpoint specific requirements for your target programs is covered later
in this guide.
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”Never do anything you wouldn’t want to explain to the paramedics.” ~ Unknown

Flight Paramedics
Qualifications:
• Minimum three years current
experience as a paramedic on
an Advanced Life Support unit.
• State paramedic license.

Certifications:
BLS (Basic Life Support for healthcare providers)*
ACLS (American Heart Association Advanced Cardiac Life Support)*
PALS (American Heart Association Pediatric Advanced Life Support)*
BTLS (Basic Trauma Life Support) *
PHTLS (National Association of Emergency Medical Technicians Prehospital Trauma Life Support)*
• NRP verification (National Academy of Pediatrics Neonatal
Resuscitation Program)
• Local trauma course and command certification by hiring entity.
• FP-C (Flight Paramedic Certification) Not usually required for initial
hire. Sometimes required within two years of hire.
•
•
•
•
•

Body Weight:
Within the established guidelines of the flight program. Maximum weight
of 200 - 225 lbs duty weight (includes personal gear, survival vest, etc).
Many programs have no weight restrictions.
-------------------------------------------------------------*In some cases one qualification may be substituted for another. For
example, BTLS for PHTLS .
*Specific qualifications are dependent on individual flight programs and
applicable state guidelines. Don’t worry, we cover some easy “under the
radar” ways to identify specific qualifications required at your target
flight programs.
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”Nurses are patient people.” ~ Unknown

Flight Nurses

Qualifications:
• Three years recent experience as a
registered nurse in critical care, trauma,
emergency and/or transport nursing; or
three years experience as a registered nurse
with a minimum of five years experience in
emergency medical services.
• License to practice as a registered nurse in
the state for which you are applying.

Education:
Associate or bachelor degree from an accredited school of nursing. Nurse
certificates are considered by some flight programs on a case-by-case basis.

Certifications:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BLS (Basic Life Support for healthcare providers)*
ACLS (American Heart Association Advanced Cardiac Life Support)*
PALS (American Heart Association Pediatric Advanced Life Support)*
BTLS (Basic Trauma Life Support) *
PHTLS (National Association of Emergency Medical Technicians Pre-hospital
Trauma Life Support)*
CCRN (Critical Care Registered Nurse)* Required within two years of hire.
CFRN (Certified Flight Registered Nurse)* Required within two years of hire.
CEN (Certified Emergency Nurse)* Required within two years of hire.
NRP verification (National Academy of Pediatrics Neonatal Resuscitation Program)
EMT (Emergency Medical Technician certification) State specific or National registry.
Local trauma course and command certification by hiring entity.
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“The simplest things are often the truest.” ~ Richard Bach

Flight Nurses
(cont’d)

Body Weight:
Within the established guidelines of the flight program. Maximum weight of 200 225 lbs duty weight (includes personal gear, survival vest, etc). Many programs have
no weight restrictions.
In many cases one qualification may be substituted for another. For example, BTLS
for PHTLS or CCRN for CFRN and/or CEN.
*Specific qualifications are dependent on individual programs and applicable state
guidelines. Don’t worry, we cover some easy “under the radar” ways of finding
out the specific qualifications required at your programs of interest.

NASA and the Zero-Gravity Pen
The United States made space travel a national goal in the 1960s. And
soon after NASA started launching manned spacecraft.
One thing astronauts learned quickly was they couldn’t use pens to
write with while in space. The ink wouldn’t flow down through
the pen in a zero-gravity environment.
So NASA hired a guy by the name of Paul Fisher to
design a pen that would work in space.
A mere $1.5 million later, they had a solution.
The Russians cosmonauts of course had the
same problem. Their pens didn’t write
while in space either.
So they used a pencil.
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“Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication.” ~ Leonardo da Vinci

Now, this anecdote isn’t historically accurate, and has become a bit of an urban
legend. The truth is both the US and Russia used pencils at first, and Paul Fisher
independently created the pen and sold 400 of them to NASA for a song.
The reason the exaggerated story is so widely embraced, though, is because
It rings true.
We often expend large amounts of time and effort creating elaborate
solutions to problems when a simple answer is right under our noses.

So what’s that got to do with getting a flight crew job?
……Everything.

Avoid the Most Common Mistakes
We see professionals miss simple, practical and easy solutions to
problems every single day.
Why? Because they make simple things hard.
We also see talented and energetic applicants waste a ton of time
and effort on stuff they think is important….
……..but really is not.
Don’t make the same mistakes.
Don’t make landing an air medical
job harder than it really is.
Keep it simple. Simple works.

Keep It Super Simple
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”Your attitude determines your altitude.“ ~ Unknown

So What’s the Point?
So what’s the point of the space pen story
and the Keep It Super Simple (KISS)
acronym?
Easy.
The point is to keep your goal of earning
flight crew wings simple. Don’t let a list
of qualifications slow you down, or worse
yet, keep you from starting.

Each qualification is a mini-goal in and of itself. Complete one
qualification or mini-goal at a time. And remember you can work
on different parts of the checklist at the same time.

Remember, each qualification is a mini-goal in and of itself. Some qualifications
are what we call a “one and done,” meaning take the test one time and maintain
the qualification for life.
Also remember you can work on different parts of the checklist simultaneously.
This can be a nice “break” of sorts. Instead of spending all your time studying
practice exam questions, take a diversion every now and then and research some
potential flight programs.
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”It’s not about time, it’s about choices. How are you spending your choices?.”
~ Beverly Adamo.

Step Two – Identify Flight Programs of Interest
We recommend you apply to at least two (preferably
three) or more flight programs.
All Helicopter Emergency Medical Services (HEMS)
and Fixed-wing (airplane or jet) Air Ambulance services
in the United States are regulated by the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA). All are required to
meet established FAA safety and equipment standards .
Not all flight programs are created equal. Some flight programs
use minimum established FAA requirements as their company
standard; other flight programs far exceed the minimum standard.

Some operators use the minimum FAA established requirements as their company
standard (which is perfectly legal). Other operators go well beyond minimum
established FAA safety and equipment standards.
So what does this really mean and why is it important?
Put simply, it means not all flight programs are created equal.
Some are better and safer to fly for than others. All flight programs take great pride
in the service they provide to their communities; and in our opinion, all flight
programs really do provide a great service to their communities. But the fact is,
some are safer to work for than others.

All other things being equal, it makes sense to pick the safest program
you can. If you’re not going to do if for yourself, do it for your family.

All other things being equal, it makes sense to pick the safest program you can.
If you’re not going to do it for yourself, do it for your family.
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”The door to safety swings on the hinges of common sense.“ ~ Unknown

What Makes a Flight Program Safe?
The specifics of what makes one flight
program safer than another are beyond the
scope of this getting started guide. But as
Flight Safety Network, we of course need to
point you in a safe direction.
Remember the space pen and how the best
advice is often the simplest advice? When it
comes to picking a safe flight program, we
very much believe this to be true.

As future flight crew, you’re in a good position to
evaluate the overall safety of individual programs.

As future flight crew, you’re actually in a good position to evaluate the overall
safety of individual programs. In many ways, you’re in a better position than
current flight crew.
The reason is your lack of bias. Other than possibly liking the hometown
favorite, you probably have little to no bias to specific flight programs.
Our advice is to put aside whatever small biases you do carry e.g. which aircraft
looks the best, what program is nearest you, and what crew you would like to
drink a beer with…. and let common sense be your guide.
What does your gut tell you? How do you answer the following questions:
Are two pilots safer than one pilot? Are two engines safer than one engine?
Again, let common sense be your guide. Realize, as human beings we rationalize
whatever we need to rationalize to feel safe. It’s just how we’re wired. The
problem is rationalizing safe doesn’t always mean safe.
See our point?
http://flightsafetynet.com
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”Common sense is the knack of seeing things as they are, and doing things as they
ought to be done.“ ~ C. E. Stowe

Where to Look

Start by researching flight programs on the web. We recommend the following:
• Google.com – Search by flight program name or the name
of the health system. Enough said, it’s Google after all.
• ADAMSairmed.org – Atlas & Database of Air Medical
Services. Bottom left corner of page is access to
public aka …..FREE site.
• AAMS.org – Association of Air Medical Services. Visit their media room for
press releases about current happenings in the air medical industry.
• Flightweb.com - Online resource for air medical professionals. Most
informative user forums in the industry. Search forums for specific
flight program information or other topics of interest.
• NAEMT.org – Great resource for getting started in Emergency Medical Services.
Gold standard for EMTs. Great place to start.
• Flightparamedic.org – International Association of Flight Paramedics.
Information about flight paramedic and critical care paramedic certification,
study guides and review courses.
• EMTLife.com – Best forums we’ve found for information about Emergency
Medical Technicians and EMT careers.
• Flightsafetynet.com - Resource for the people who keep EMS flights safe.
Check out the maps page by rolling your mouse over state and counties in
the United States that interest you – location of air medical programs will
pop up. Also check out the county data below the maps. Please forgive the
shameless self-promotion. 
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”Before everything else, getting ready is the secret to success.“ ~ Henry Ford

Step three – Do Your Homework
This step is about researching the flight programs
you want to work for. It may seem like a nobrainer to some people. But we see a lot of
professionals miss it or just plain mess it
up. If you’re lucky enough to already
have job interviewing skills and
experience, fantastic! But
remember, not everyone
reading this guide does.
So here goes:
The more you know about potential
flight programs, the better you will fare
in an interview. The “Do Your Homework”
action step is about getting organized and ready
for a flight interview.
After you identify flight programs of interest, you’ll want to narrow your list to
your top two or three choices. Then the idea is to learn as much as you possibly
can about each program.

This is important: every flight program we’ve ever worked
for, interacted with or heard of, believes they are the very
best flight program in the country.

This is important: every flight program we’ve ever worked for, interacted with
or heard of, believes they are the very best flight program in the country.
Why is this important to know?
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”The best way to predict the future is to create it.” ~ Dr. Forest C. Shaklee

An “Unfair” Advantage
It’s important because….
To succeed as flight crew…. you absolutely need to keep this concept top of mind
during the interview process (and even after you start your first job). Use it as
your guiding principle for how to prepare.
How do you think flight programs view candidates who don’t know anything
about them? Or don’t take the time to learn about them ahead of time?
Remember, they believe they’re the best and everybody already knows all there
is to know of them…
Think of it this way: If you truly believe you’re the best in the county, do you
think it would be okay for someone to forget your name? Or what kind of aircraft
you fly? Or why you picked one type aircraft over another?
And more importantly…..
Once you do your homework… and truly understand how flight programs work
and how your interviewer thinks, it becomes easy to sell yourself and your skills.
It’s kind of like having the answers to the big test….
It’s kind of like having the answers to the big test…
….. Before you take the test.

…. before you take the test.
In a way, it seems almost unfair to the other people applying for the job. But it’s
really not. It’s actually just your reward for doing your homework and taking
the time to do things right.
Once you start to think, talk and act like your future employer (interviewer), they
can’t help but start to visualize you on their team. Add in solid qualifications from
step one and a successful “secret interview” in step four, and you’ll be well on your
way to a flight job.
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Live the Dream

Here’s the short list of things you should know about
flight programs before you interview:

• What type of aircraft do they fly?
• How many aircraft are in their program?
• Are ground ambulances part of the program?
• What is the typical crew? One pilot/one nurse/one paramedic or Two
pilots or Nurse/Nurse or Doctor/Nurse or Nurse/Respiratory therapist? What
are the specialty team members if any?
• What is the average flight time and distance from the primary base? And
also from the satellite bases?
• Do all bases operate 24 hours? Do flight crew work 24 hour shifts? Are
they considered 1.0 or 0.9 employees for pay purposes?
• What is the standard benefit package? Are there additional benefits for
flight crew? Is there a special health insurance option for flight crew. Why
did they choose this airframe over other choices?
• Who is the program manager? How long has she been the manager?
Where did she start? What is her background?
• What is the ratio of accident scene flights to inter-hospital or inter-facility
flights?
• How long has each base been in operation?
• Is the program hospital-based or vendor-based? What is the difference?
What are the advantages and disadvantages to each?
• Has the program ever had a fatal accident? How did it deal with the
tragedy? What policies are still in place as a result of the accident?
• Who manages the communications center for the flight program? Is it
hospital or vendor owned? County run or independent?
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”Success doesn’t come to you… you go to it.” ~ Marva Collins

The “Top Gun” of Air Medical Programs
A quick note about why all
flight programs believe they’re the best.
First off, it’s true. They all do believe it.
And even though it’s mathematically impossible
for everyone to be number one, it’s not a bad
thing. In fact, it’s a great thing. It’s awesome!
Think how much better your current or past employer would be to work for if it
believed it was the best in the business? The very best at what it does. For that
matter, think how much better the world would be.
That’s how air medical programs think. That’s why air medical flight crew is
such a fantastic opportunity. We all want to feel good about what we do. We all
want to be our best. Being on a flight team allows you to do it!
Congratulations on choosing a Flight Safety Network career path. It’s an awesome
journey.

Congratulations on choosing a Flight Safety Network
career path. It’s an awesome journey!

Step Four – Schedule the “Secret” Interview
What we call the “secret interview,” flight programs call their fly-along or job
shadow program.
So why do we call it a secret interview? Are we just being clever?
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“Luck is what happens when preparation meets opportunity.” ~ Seneca

Step Four – Schedule the “Secret” Interview

(Continued)

No. We are not being clever.
We call it a secret interview because that is
exactly what it is. A quick and easy way for
flight programs to screen local job applicants.
Why do you think flight programs attach
stipulations as to who can participate?
Why do you think it’s almost always limited
to medical, pre-hospital or EMS people?
You guessed it. Because local EMS are the people who eventually end up
working for the flight team.
Need more proof? Look at the current flight team. Where did they come from?
Where did they start? Maybe not all worked as local EMS before flying, but
certainly enough came from local EMS to see our point.
Some of the obvious reasons flight programs do fly-along days are also correct.
Health systems and flight programs want to establish positive relationships with
local EMS.
The better their relationship, the more often they get called.

Why All the Secrecy?
So why all the secrecy? Why not just come out and say our job shadow program
is used to evaluate perspective future flight crew?
Ironically, the reason is “honesty.” Not honesty on the side of flight programs,
but honesty on the side of future job applicants. Flight programs want to see
how you, potential future crew, perform and interact with current crew and
local EMS. They get the prim and proper version of you on interview day.
This is their chance to meet the real you.
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“You miss 100% of the shots you never take.” ~ Wayne Gretzky

Something You May Not Know
It’s important to have fun on fly-along day. Not just for the sake of fun, but also
for the sake of current flight crew seeing you have fun.
Why?
The short answer is people want to work with people they like. No rocket science
or masters degree in psychology required here, right?
But be careful. Just because an answer is obvious doesn’t mean it’s not critically
important or extremely valuable. Remember the space pen story?
Never underestimate the value of being liked. It is wicked important.

We get asked a lot if flight crew jobs are about who you know?
And of course what is implied is that you do need to know
somebody working as flight crew to get hired as flight crew.

We get asked a lot if flight crew jobs are about who you know? And of course
what is implied in the question is that you do need to know somebody working
as flight crew to get hired as flight crew.
Not true.

How Hiring Decisions are Made
People make decisions (including hiring decisions), based on emotion. Then
they justify the decision with logic.
You do it too.
Think of the last car you bought. Did you buy it because it had the highest
safety rating in its class? No, not hardly. You bought it because of how you felt
when you got to drive it…… Emotion.
Then you justified the decision with protecting your family, highest safety
rating in its class, etc…….. Logic.
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As God is my witness, I thought turkeys could fly!” ~ Arthur Carlson, WKRP

How Hiring Decisions are Made

(continued)

The program manager who decides if you’ll join his flight team makes decisions
the same way.
He’ll decide whether he likes you or not first (emotion), and then justify his
decision with your PALS instructor qualification (logic).
That’s the real reason you need to bring your best game to a flight program’s fly
along day. Like it or not, you’re being evaluated the whole time.
Our advice is to be yourself. Focus on being the kind of person you enjoy
working with.
Confident, willing to learn, but not overbearing.

Helicopters & Turkeys
If anything in this guide, or in the getting started
checklist, seems overwhelming….
Relax, take a deep breath.
Remember, if it were easy, everyone would already be
doing it. One reason air medical is special is the right
of passage into the community.
One critically important key to success is to enjoy the
journey. Stay focused and have fun along the way.

IN CINCINNATI

One of our favorite helicopter segments ever is from a 1978 television sitcom
WKRP in Cincinnati.

“The turkeys are hitting the ground like sacks of wet

cement! Not since the Hindenburg tragedy has there
been anything like this.” ~ Less Nessman
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”As God is my witness, I thought turkeys could fly!” ~ Arthur Carlson, WKRP

Remember to Have Fun
The quote at the top of this page is from the famous WKRP in Cincinnati
episode where station manager, Arthur Carlson, arranged to have live turkeys
dropped from a helicopter as an advertising stunt.
This turned out to be a serious miscalculation. The turkeys plummeted to earth
never even having a chance. Their tragic “last flight” was relayed to WKRP
listeners by reporter Less Nessman, played by Richard Sanders:
"It's a helicopter, and it's coming this way. It's flying something behind it, I can't
quite make it out, it's a large banner and it says, uh - Happy... Thaaaaanksss...
giving! ... From ... W ... K ... R... P!! No parachutes yet. Can't be skydivers... I
can't tell just yet what they are, but - Oh my God, Johnny, they're turkeys!!
Johnny, can you get this? Oh, they're plunging to the earth right in front of our
eyes! One just went through the windshield of a parked car! Oh, the humanity!
The turkeys are hitting the ground like sacks of wet cement! Not since the
Hindenburg tragedy has there been anything like this!”

Why the Diversion?
Why take a diversion to helicopters & turkeys? What’s the point?
Simple. It’s a friendly reminder to have fun.
We work with medical professionals every day. We know from first hand
experience how goal-oriented and driven the average medical professional
(or wannabe) is.
Don’t let the goal of becoming flight crew become all encompassing. Don’t let it
change you. Keep your personal and professional relationships in tact. Step away
from the goal every now and then, and just enjoy the journey.
When you start to take it all too seriously (which we all do from time to time)
remind yourself of the turkey and helicopter WKRP in Cincinnati story, or
whatever story puts a smile on your face.
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”One day your life will flash before your eyes. Make sure it’s worth watching.”
~ Gerard Way

Cleared for Takeoff
The single most important thing to do is start.
Right now, today.
Nobody cares more about your success in the air medical field than you.
The sooner you commit to making it happen, the sooner it really will happen.
If earning a flight crew job seems a bit daunting….
It’s okay, it’s natural to feel this way.
Again, the best thing to do is dive in and get started.

You do not need to complete all checklist items and action steps in order. In fact,
there are enough mini-goals inside each checklist item that jumping around a little
bit can be beneficial.
For example, while you’re completing the required qualifications for flight medic,
you can also stay on top of industry trends, do your homework and research your
target flight programs.
Look to our crew newsletter and blog articles for inspiration and motivation.
-----------------------------------------------------------------Clear skies and tailwinds,
The Flight Safety Network Team
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”The greatest amount of wasted time is the time not getting started.“
~ Dawson Trotman

Links & Attributions
We hope you find this guide useful (and fun).
Remember to pause and have some fun on your journey to flying air medical
professionally.
Earning a flight job is a lot of work. But it can be fun too, if you let it. Don't
get so caught up in the goal, that you forget your family and friends and every
other important thing in your life.
A flight job isn't worth the effort if you sacrifice all the other good in your life
to get it. Seriously...
You can use and share any of the information in this guide.
All we ask is that your credit FlightSafetyNet.com.

Quote Note:
*The quote “Some men are born great, others have greatness thrust upon them.”
is modified from the original Shakespeare quote.
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